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Abstract - We hear a lot in the media about the solar car, and that it would be 

the future car. We see also several examples of this kind in various parts of the 

world. In this work we would try to do a study which will respond to this 

question: whether is there currently a solar car, which will be an alternative to 

cars working with fossil fuel? To get an answer to this question we have to 

examine some manufactured models and analyze their various data, by studying 

each element of the vehicle. In second step and in order to confirm what we have 

concluded, we have to manufacture our car and conduct various tests.  

Résumé - Nous entendons souvent parler des voitures solaires dans les média et 

elles sont souvent décrites comme étant les voitures du futur. Nous observons de 

nombreux exemples de ce genre à travers le monde. Dans cet article nous 

tentons de faire une étude qui répondra à la question: Y-a-t-il une voiture solaire 

capable de constituer une alternative aux voitures roulant aux carburants 

fossiles? Pour y répondre, nous devons examiner les modèles de quelques 

fabricants en analysant les données qui les concernent et en étudiant chaque 

élément du véhicule. Dans un deuxième temps, afin de confirmer nos 

conclusions, nous devons réaliser notre voiture et effectuer des tests. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The solar or electric vehicle is considered as a future car according to the view of 

many people because it resolved the problem of energy and pollution [1-4]. But this 

vehicle must keep its place between the current vehicle in term of speed, performance 

and power.  

Technically, to provide these requirements is not possible for this type of cars, for 

several technical problems [5-7]. The most important problem is the type of solar panels 

and its profitability on one hand. In other hand we must care to how to store energy, the 

amount of energy stored and time required for charging.  

In the beginning we will demonstrate the vehicle, the total solar energy which could 

be provided by the panels and the location of panels on the vehicle. 

 We will then expose some models and the required energy, where we take into 

account the amount of energy stored and engine type, according to the used batteries, 

cost and weight of the car.  

We also conducted an experience about the charging time of batteries, using the 

panels located on the vehicle. In the latter we did practical experiences on the factory 

models to get a final result. 
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2. STUDY OF THE SOURCE OF 

ENERGY IN THE SOLAR VEHICLE 

Solar panels are the only source of energy, which make working the various 

components of the vehicle.  

Figure 1 represents the location of the panels on the roof of the vehicle. 

 

Fig. 1: Arrangement of the solar panels on the roof of the vehicle 

According to the International Automobile Federation the total superficies of the 

solar car is 12 m2, the solar panels types used in the most cars are from Amorve 7 % 

yield. The nature saves for each one meter square 1000 W of electricity. Therefore, the 

total production of the energy theoretically is: 

The total production  = 7 %  x 1000  x 12  =  840  Watts  

But in the field things are different:  

1. To get 7% yield from the panels, it should be that sun rays have to be vertical on 

the panels, which is impossible for the car, thus decrease the energetic yield according 

the equation (1).  

2. The space of panels reserved on the car is between 70% to 90% from the real size, 

this gives a lost energy from the total.  

3. The repositioning solar panels on the car’s roof (the smooth surface reduces wind 

resistance and raises the movement’s speed), this positioning doesn’t allow to the panels 

to be in good position in front of the sun, that’s why a part of these panels don’t catch 

sun rays according to the traffic’s direction.  

If the traffic’s direction from the South to the North, 80% to 95% from the panels 

will be in front of the sun (for the population of the northern half and vice versa).  

If the traffic’s direction from the East to the West 60% to 70% from the panels will 

be in front of the sun. The shadow of trees, buildings and other cars in the traffic affects 

the right function of the panels.  

To prove what we said, we choose a race course for the solar cars in Australia. It is 

impossible to get the whole energy produced, so for ensuring good function of the car, 

must be each part of the solar panels to be independent in its work.  

Which is not connected in terms of operation or storage because the lack of energy 

produced by the cell affects the overall work of the panels and reduces the overall 

output of the energy. All this according the connection between the solar panels, a 

sequence or a branch. 
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3. STUDY OF SOME MANUFACTURED MODELS 

We call a solar car if it works directly by solar energy, its battery has to be charged 

by the solar panels on its board. In this work we will try to show how the function of the 

solar car is. 

3.1 Do the cars operated directly by solar energy?  

Table 1 shows some of the completed car models. 
Table 1: Some of the completed car models 

 

General Notes  

4. The source of energy that cars need for its functioning it’s not from the solar 

panels.  

5. Regarding to the weight and the speed of the car, then the following 

representation (figure 2) [8, 9].  

We found that getting the same speed with the same power by taking in 

consideration the type of solar panels plus the total weight of the car impossible that the 

car gets its energy from the solar panels but it gets it from the battery. 
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3.2 Can the solar panels on the car board charge the batteries?  

In this study we will divide the work into two parts:  

1. We will try to find the space of solar panels needed to charge the batteries for 

each type of car.  

2. Battery charging time.  

 
Fig. 2: Representation of all forces acting on EV 

The needed space to charge the battery by each type: The following table shows this. 

In the calculation we did not take in consideration the lack of yield as a result from the 

non-directing of the panels and the allocated space for them. 

Table 2: Needed space to charge the battery 
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The required space of the panels is a large area according to all types of cars, for this 

it is impossible to charge the batteries. In order to prove what we said, we have done a 

circuit charging inside the car representing by the figure 3 [10]. 

 
Fig. 3: Representation of the circuit electronic 

The results were as follows (figures 4, 5 and 6). 

 

Fig. 4: Simulations show the courant of the battery for duty cycle alpha = 0.5 

 
Fig. 5: Simulations show the courant of the battery for duty cycle alpha = 0.2 
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Fig. 6: Simulations show the courant of the battery for duty cycle alpha = 0.8 

We note that in all cases the charging time is more than 8 hours, so it is impossible to 

charge the batteries with solar panels on the car.  

To prove that we made some tests on the two cars which we had made, as they are 

showing below (figures 7 and 8). As we expected, it is impossible for this type of car to 

operate depending on the energy delivered by solar panels. 

 
Fig. 7: Photo one of the vehicle manufactured 

 

Fig. 8: Photo two of the vehicle manufactured 
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4. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

1. We have converted these cars into electric cars that are powered by solar energy.  

2. We have manufactured a moving charging unit according to the figures 9 and 10, 

which has the ability to track the movement of the sun to increase the yield of solar 

panels  

 
Fig. 9: Solar charging unit manufacturer (the front face) 

 
Fig. 10: Solar charging unit manufacturer (back flip) 

Through these experiences we got good results. Whereas the shipping time is about 

5 hours, and to solve the charging time problem, we have changed the batteries directly 

and therefore the charging time for the user is almost negligible. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The dream of human being is to reach a clean and permanent technology especially 

in transportation’s field. But the progressing in technology now days doesn’t allow for 

reaching this ambition desired by us, in order to keep the comfort of transportation 

means. 

 For this we have to deal with what the high technique of technology give us, 

notably the efficacy of the solar panels. Whereas we show the main problem, also the 

way and the period of energy charging, that is why it had to find new techniques to keep 

the consequences of the new and old vehicles. 
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As a result for that, we did separate the solar panels from the vehicle in order to 

transform the vehicle to an electric vehicle be charged by stable and mobile unities, 

these unities work with solar energy, in order to earn the long time of charging the 

batteries by just changing them with others are already charged.  

The following research will be concentrate to test the safety of the changing batteries 

by an electronic tester. 
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